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This paper considers the practical utility of quantum fluid dynamics ~QFD! whereby the
time-dependent Schro¨dinger’s equation is transformed to observing the dynamics of an equivalent
‘‘gas continuum.’’ The density and velocity of this equivalent gas continuum are respectively the
probability density and the gradient of the phase of the wave function. The numerical
implementation of the QFD equations is carried out within the Lagrangian approach, which
transforms the solution of Schro¨dinger’s equation into following the trajectories of a set of mass
points, i.e., subparticles, obtained by discretization of the continuum equations. The quantum
dynamics of the subparticles which arise in the present formalism through numerical discretization
are coupled by the density and the quantum potential. Numerical illustrations are performed for
photodissociation of NOCl and NO2 treated as two-dimensional models. The dissociation cross
sections s~v! are evaluated in the dramatically short CPU times of 33 s for NOCl and 40 s for NO2
on a Pentium-200 MHz PC machine. The computational efficiency comes from a combination of ~a!
the QFD representation dealing with the near monotonic amplitude and phase as dependent
variables, ~b! the Lagrangian description concentrating the computation effort at all times into
regions of highest probability as an optimal adaptive grid, and ~c! the use of an explicit time
integrator whereby the computational effort grows only linearly with the number of discrete points.
© 1999 American Institute of Physics. @S0021-9606~99!02019-X#I. INTRODUCTION
The conventional approach for describing quantum me-
chanics is via Schro¨dinger’s equation, but an alternative
equivalent formalism is quantum fluid dynamics ~QFD!.1–3
In this representation, quantum mechanics is described in
terms of a density and a velocity field which jointly obey the
usual mass and momentum conservation equation of hydro-
dynamics for a compressible fluid with a particular constitu-
tive law.4,5 The essence of the formalism is the polar repre-
sentation of the complex wave function c by its amplitude A
and phase S as c5A exp(iS/\), as opposed to the Cartesian
representation by its real and imaginary parts as c5cR
1ic I . This formalism was derived originally by Madelung
in 1926,6 elaborated on by de Broglie in his work spanning
the period 1927–1967 ~Ref. 7! and further expanded starting
in the 1950s by Bohm8 and others.9,10
The QFD formulation requires solving a set of nonlinear
partial differential equations. In this sense, QFD may be seen
as a step in the wrong direction as compared to the linear
Schro¨dinger equation. However, within QFD, the oscillatory
real and imaginary components of the complex wave func-
a!On leave from Instituto de Matematicas y Fisica Fundamental ~C.S.I.C.!,
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phase. This aspect of QFD can be illustrated in the simplest
context with the plane wave c5exp i(kx2vt). The real and
imaginary parts of c are the oscillatory cosine and sine func-
tions, while its amplitude is a constant and its phase is linear
in both the time and space coordinates. This behavior may be
exploited as a significant computational advantage by regard-
ing the amplitude and the phase as the unknown fields to be
discretized. In this spirit, the QFD formalism has been uti-
lized to generate numerical algorithms for solving time-
dependent scattering problems11–15 and many electron
systems.16–23 The nonlinear field equations of QFD have also
been suggested as a natural framework for studying funda-
mentally nonlinear phenomena such as solitons20 and
chaos.24
Classical fluid dynamics can be described in terms of the
equivalent Eulerian and Lagrangian representations. In the
former case, the dynamics is observed by ‘‘monitors’’ that
are fixed in space, while in the latter method, the monitors
ride with the fluid particles. Consequently, in the Eulerian
method, the calculations are carried out by reference to a
fixed coordinate system; in the Lagrangian method, trajecto-
ries of the fluid mass points are followed. The work in Refs.
16–23 utilizes the Eulerian representation with an implicit
numerical integration method, while the work in Refs. 11–133 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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 This ais based on the numerical implementation of the Lagrangian
representation with an explicit time integration scheme. The
numerical implementation of the Lagrangian scheme pro-
duces an optimal adaptive grid at all times as a result of
following the particles that are placed in regions of highest
probability density.
The QFD formalism replaces the evolving wave function
and operator representations by an ensemble of mass points
in classically familiar terms, although fully quantum me-
chanical, for a more intuitive interpretation of the dynamics.
There has been similar efforts for visualizing quantum phe-
nomena in terms of graphical representations of the flows
and wave structures in scattering theory.25,26 Finally, several
wave packet calculations,27,28 semiclassical methods,29 the
WKBJ method for both the Schro¨dinger and Dirac
equations,30 and discrete variable representation ~DVR!
scheme31 as well as general integration schemes of the time-
dependent Schro¨dinger equation32,33 share features resem-
bling those addressed in the present formulation.
A wealth of computational algorithms exist for solving
the Navier–Stokes equations describing classical fluid dy-
namics that can be beneficial for the numerics involved in
the QFD formulation.34–39 QFD, for many particles systems,
has the expected difficulties associated with higher dimen-
sions, as compared to classical fluid dynamics problems de-
fined by up to three space coordinates. In the case of multi-
particle QFD, the ‘‘alternating direction’’ methods offers an
attractive solution procedure where the n-dimensional space
is reduced to a set of n one-dimensional problems at each
time step.40,41 The alternating direction scheme is applied in
another paper to multidimensional quantum mechanical
problems treated by QFD.42 Particular challenges for La-
grangian fluid dynamics includes the design of a suitable
representation method over irregular meshes in higher di-
mensions and the treatment of the boundary points. In this
regard, the reproducing kernel Hilbert space ~RKHS! method
appears as a promising avenue in view of its proven success
for representing multivariate functions with sparse irregular
grids.43–46
This paper implements the QFD formalism within the
Lagrangian representation. The spirit of the formulation is to
be found in an earlier work.12 The extensions here are both
formal and in terms of numerical implementation. The finite
elements methodology is utilized for the space discretization
over the irregular grids formed by the motion of the fluid
particles in the Lagrangian dynamics. The time integration is
performed with an explicit scheme.47 Applications of the for-
mulation are presented for the photodissociation48–57 for
NOCl and NO2 , treated as model two-dimensional systems.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II pre-
sents the basic formulation for QFD. The essential steps
leading to the discretization of the field equations are pre-
sented in Sec. III. The formulation is applied in Sec. IV to
the photodissociation of NOCl and NO2 . A discussion on the
methodology and the specific results are presented in Sec. V.
The technical details relating to the numerical algorithm and
the specifics of the potential surfaces involved along with the
evaluation of the initial wave packet are presented in the
Appendices.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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The starting point of the derivation is the Schro¨dinger
equation
i\c t52~\2/2m !„2c1Vc . ~2.1!
Subscripts will be used to indicate partial derivatives ~e.g.,
c t5]c/]t). Substitution of the complex wave function c in
polar form as
c~x,t !5A~x,t !exp@ iS~x,t !/\# ~2.2!
into the Schro¨dinger equation in Eq. ~2.1!, and the separation
of its imaginary and real parts followed by a minor rear-
rangement yields
r t1„~rv!50, ~2.3!
St11/2muvu21V1Vqu50, ~2.4!
where
r5A2,
v5„S/m , ~2.5!
Vqu52~\2/2m !„2A/A52~\2/2m !~„2 log A1u„ log Au2!.
The second form for Vqu is numerically advantageous as
log A is a more slowly varying function than A. Equation
~2.3! is identified as the conventional mass conservation law
equation of fluid dynamics for a compressible gas with the
density r(x,t) and velocity field v(x,t). The phase S(x,t) is
seen to play the role of a velocity potential for v ~Refs. 4,5!
in view of the definition in Eq. ~2.5!. Equation ~2.4! is inter-
preted as an energy conservation law: 12muvu21V , forms the
classical energy with the usual kinetic and potential energy
components; Vqu is a nonlocal ‘‘quantum potential’’ as the
Laplacian connects neighboring regions; S is an action
whose time rate St is an energy.
A momentum conservation equation can be derived by
taking the gradient of the energy expression in Eq. ~2.4!. The
use of the vector identity „(ab)5ab1ba
1(„3a)3b1(„3b)3a with a5b5„A permits a rearrange-
ment of this equation as
m~vt1v„v!52„~V1Vqu!. ~2.6!
The term vt1vv is the acceleration in fluid dynamics
composed of the local acceleration vt and the convected
component vv.4,5,12 As the momentum and energy conser-
vation equations are equivalent, the dynamics can alterna-
tively be defined by the mass and energy conservation @i.e.,
through the set of equations in ~2.3! and ~2.4!#, or through
the mass and momentum conservation equations @i.e.,
through the set of equations in ~2.3! and ~2.6!#. The calcula-
tions of this paper utilize the mass and momentum conserva-
tion equations.
The above description of the dynamics of a fluid con-
tinuum with respect to a fixed coordinate system is referred
to as the ‘‘Eulerian’’ representation.4,5 In the Eulerian de-
scription of classical fluids, the dynamics of the fluid con-
tinuum is observed by placing ‘‘monitors’’ at the sites of a
fixed grid in space. The observers record the density r(x,t),
the velocity v(x,t) and other fields such as the pressure, ve-ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This alocity potential and determine the stream lines when needed.
In contrast, the ‘‘Lagrangian’’ method corresponds to the
description of the hydrodynamics where monitors ‘‘ride’’
with the fluid particles. In this case, the observers must also
record the location of the particles they ride with as a func-
tion of time in addition to the fields in the Eulerian descrip-
tion. In the Lagrangian description, the identity of a fluid
particle is marked by its initial position and this identity is
kept throughout the process.4,5,12
The Lagrangian representation is obtained by rewriting
Eqs. ~2.3!–~2.6! of the Eulerian representation in the con-
vected coordinates.4,5,12 This reduces to following the time
evolution of a typical function f (x,t) ~e.g., the fields r, S,
and v! at a point x with the trajectory x5x(t) such that
f (t)5 f (x(t),t). The total time derivative of f (x,t) is indi-
cated by a dot and is evaluated by the chain rule as
f˙5d f /dt5] f /]t1~dx/dt !„ f 5 f t1v„ f . ~2.7!
In obtaining the above expression, the position vector x of a
particle is related to the velocity v in the usual way as
x˙5v. ~2.8!
The time history of a particle as x(t) defines a trajectory in
configuration space in a manner analogous to classical dy-
namics in view of its time derivative being identified as the
velocity v.
The mass and momentum conservation laws above be-
come
r˙ 1r„v50, ~2.9!
m v˙5F, ~2.10!
where
F52„~V1Vqu!. ~2.11!
Equations ~2.9! and ~2.10! along with the definition of veloc-
ity v and force F, respectively, in Eqs. ~2.8! and ~2.11! form
a complete set to determine the trajectory of the fluid par-
ticles. Equation ~2.10! yields the following interpretation of
the momentum equation within the Lagrangian formalism:
the evolution of the wave function described by the Schro¨-
dinger equation in ~2.1! is equivalent to following the en-
semble of trajectories of a continuum of particles of mass m
subjected to the force F derived from the total potential made
of the sum of classical and quantum components V and Vqu
as given in Eq. ~2.4!. There is, however, a fundamental dif-
ference with classical trajectory calculations where the par-
ticles are ‘‘real’’ entities and each trajectory is independent.
For QFD, the ‘‘quantum subparticles’’ ~i.e., the particles of
the fluid continuum! only collectively represent the physical
particles, and their dynamics are coupled through the conti-
nuity equation and the quantum potential.
III. NUMERICAL ANALYSIS
The main ideas involved here are for the Lagrangian
description and the details of the derivations are carried out
in two-dimensions in Appendix A. The extensions of the
derivations to arbitrary dimensions and multiple particles arerticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Fri, 2conceptually straightforward. A general multidimensional
treatment within the Eulerian description is presented in Ref.
42.
A. Space discretization
A set of discrete nodes within the continuum is identified
by the coordinates $xi%. In the Lagrangian representation, the
nodes move such that xi5xi(t). The various fields are dis-
cretized at these nodes as
f i5 f i~ t !5 f ~xi~ t !,~ t !!. ~3.1!
Following the localization rule in Eq. ~3.1!, the discretized
forms of the basic conservation laws in Eqs. ~2.9! and ~2.10!
and the definition in Eq. ~2.8! read
r˙ i1r i~„v! i50,
m v˙i5Fi~ t !, ~3.2!
x˙i5vi ,
where, following the definition in Eq. ~2.11!,
Fi52@„~V1Vqu!# i ,
~3.3!
~Vqu! i52~\2/2m !~„2 log A1u„ log Au2! i .
The set of equations above transform the solution of Schro¨-
dinger’s equation into following the trajectories $xi(t)% for
the set of interacting mass points labeled by the indices i.
The dynamics of the particles are coupled through the den-
sity and the quantum potential. The trajectory equations can
be integrated without the need of the phase in terms of its
gradient which is the velocity. When needed, the phase is
calculated from the discretized energy conservation law in
Eq. ~2.4! as
S˙ i51/2mvivi2~V1Vqu! i . ~3.4!
This equation is used for calculating the dissociation cross
section as in the applications in the next section.
B. Spatial derivatives
The partial derivatives v, „2 log A and „ log A appear
in the basic conservation laws in Eqs. ~3.2! and ~3.3!. This
problem reduces to deriving the numerical differentiation
formulas for f x , f y for a typical function f (x ,y) over an
irregular grid. The divergence of a vector function u
5(u ,v) is obtained by the use of the general derivative for-
mulas in the x and y components as required by the definition
u5ux1vy . Similarly, the Laplacian „2 f 5 f xx1 f yy is
evaluated by using the first order derivative formulas twice
as indicated. The basic partial differentiation formulas are
obtained by constructing the cells defined by the discrete
nodes and using suitable interpolations over these local re-
gions. Figure 1 shows a typical cell as an irregular polygon
defined by eight corners and an interior point. Within the
Lagrangian formalism of moving grid points, the cells are
ever deforming irregular shapes. The present formulation
takes advantage of finite element techniques26,58–62 that map
the irregular cells onto a square in an auxiliary space. In this
second space with the simple geometry for the cells, straight-
forward local interpolation approximations permit the nu-ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This americal evaluation of the derivatives. The technical aspects
of the formalisms are well established.59,60 Appendix A pre-
sents the derivations and the specific expressions for the po-
lygonal region in Fig. 1 that are used in the calculations of
the next section.
C. Time integration
The explicit centered difference scheme43 is adopted for
time integration. Within the complex wave form, this scheme
has been shown to be stable under the condition (\/2m)
Dt/Dx2,1, where Dt and Dx indicate the discrete time step
and a measure of the mesh size. For the practical aspects of
the stability with the Lagrangian formulation, the distance
vDt traveled by the particles with velocity v during the time
span of Dt should be less than the cell dimensions leading to
the additional criterion of stability as vDt/Dx,1. This con-
dition preserves the connectivity of the nodes in the sense
that a point inside or outside a polygonal region formed by
its neighbors at the initial time remains so throughout the
dynamics, as the cells deform.
The mass conservation law in Eq. ~3.2! is of a special
structure that can be integrated exactly for the density r i
5r(xi ,t) at the point xi between the general time steps t1
and t2 ,12 as r i(t2)5r i(t1)exp$2*t1
t2@„v(t)# idt%. With t1
5t2Dt to t25t1Dt and using the explicit centered differ-
ence approach for * t2Dt
t1Dt@„v(t)# idt as 2Dt@„v(t)# i , the
integration of the discretized mass conservation equation be-
comes
r i~ t1Dt !5r i~ t2Dt !exp@22Dt~„v~ t !! i# . ~3.5!
The space discretized version of the momentum conservation
law in Eq. ~3.2! is similarly integrated within the centered
difference scheme between the times t2Dt and t1Dt to
obtain
vi~ t1Dt !5v i~ t2Dt !12DtFi~ t !. ~3.6!
The particle positions are likewise evaluated from the veloci-
ties according to Eq. ~3.2! as
xi~ t1Dt !5xi~ t2Dt !12Dtvi~ t !. ~3.7!
The formulation here in terms of the density r and velocity v
bypasses the need to calculate S. When needed, as in the
FIG. 1. The mapping of an irregular nine point finite element in the (x ,y)
plane onto a square in the ~j,h! plane.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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evaluated from Eq. ~3.4! at each time step, again in the ex-
plicit centered difference approach, as
Si~ t1Dt !5Si~ t2Dt !12Dt@ 12mvi~ t !vi~ t !
2~V~ t !1Vqu~ t !! i# . ~3.8!
The alternative of calculating S from the velocity field v
5„S/m according to Eq. ~2.4! is not carried as this would
necessitate an additional numerical integration.
IV. APPLICATIONS TO PHOTODISSOCIATION
The time-dependent study of photodissociation is de-
fined by two potential energy surfaces S0 and S1 correspond-
ing, respectively, to the electronic ground and excited states
of the system. The S0 surface typically has a pronounced
well leading to the presence of bound states. The S1 surface
on the other hand, may have shallow wells sustaining only a
weakly bound state; or as seen in Figs. 2 and 3 for NO2 ,49
the shallow wells may not be able to support bound states.
Similarly, the S1 surface may not even have an equilibrium
point as seen in Fig. 4 for the case of NOCl.48 The S0 surface
is used for determining the molecular bound state which pro-
vides the initial wave function. The dynamical part of the
problem consists of following the evolution of this initial
bound state on the S1 surface. The initial wave created on S0
is raised onto the S1 surface by the optical field within the
Franck–Condon approximation.
Dissociation in the present context is defined by the
wave function spreading indefinitely and moving away from
the region where it is initially localized about the equilibrium
point. The QFD Lagrangian formalism is most suitable for
visualizing the ‘‘flow’’ as displayed in Figs. 2–4. Quantita-
tively, the dissociation at the pump energy v is described by
the cross section s~v! ~Refs. 48,49! evaluated through
C~ t !5E c*~x,0!c~x,t !dx,
~4.1!
s~v!5v ReH E @C~ t !exp ivt#dtJ .
With the QFD representation of the wave function given in
Eq. ~2.2! as c(x,t)5A(x,t)exp@iS(x,t)/\# , C(t) in the
above expressions becomes
C~ t !5E A~x,0!A~x,t !exp$i@S~x,t !2S~x,0!#/\%dx. ~4.2!
The dissociation cross section is evaluated in two steps. The
spatial integral for the overlap C(t) is followed by the Fou-
rier transform in the time domain. The wave packet is taken
to start from rest, with S(x,0)5A(x,0) calculated from the
initial wave at the locations of nodes at the time t
50. A(x,t) and S(x,t) are given by the numerical calcula-
tions. The space integral is calculated by simply multiplying
the area of the triangular domains with the values of theject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This aFIG. 2. The dynamics of the NO2 system with u5ueq1 . ~a! Evolution of the
wave packet represented by snap shots showing the set of discrete points at
time t50, 20, and 40 fs; ~b! Sample trajectories corresponding to represen-
tative discrete points of the two-dimensional grid; ~c! Evolution of the wave
packet represented by snap shots showing the set of equal density contours
at time t50, 20, and 40 fs. The evident noise in the plot is a matter of
graphical resolution due to the finite number of trajectories; and ~d! Time-
dependence of the correlation function; and ~e! Dissociation cross section as
a function of the pump energy in eV.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is subject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This aintegrands at the corners divided by 3. This is equivalent to
taking the mean value of the integrand over the triangular
domains.
A. The Hamiltonians for NOCl and NO2
The dynamics of the NOCl system is defined by the
Jacobi coordinates R, r, and u. Here, R is the distance from
Cl to the center of mass of NO, r is the vibrational coordinate
of NO, and u is the angle between the vectors r and R.
Similarly, the coordinates r1 , r2 , and u define the dynamics
for NO2 , where r1 and r2 denote the distances from N to
each of the O atoms. The coordinate u is the bending angle
between the two radial NO directions. In these coordinates,
the Hamiltonian for NOCl is defined by48
Hc52 12\2@~mdR !21~Rc!RR1~mvr !21~rc!rr
1~Iu sin u!21~sin ucu!u#1V~R ,r ,u!c ,
~4.3!
md
215~mN1mO!
211mCl
21
, mv
215mN
211mO
21
,
Iu
215~mdR2!211~mvr2!21,
and the Hamiltonian for NO2 is defined by49
Hc52 12\2$m21~cr1r11cr2r2!1~Iu sin u!21~sin ucu!u
12mN
21 cos ucr1r21~mNr1r2!
21@cos u sin u21
3~sin ucu!u1sin u21~sin u~cos uc!u!u#
2mN
21@r2
21~sin uc!ur11r1
21~sin uc!ur2#%
1V~r1 ,r2 ,u!c ,
~4.4!
m215mN
211mO
21
, Iu
215m21@r1
221r2
22# .
Above, the subscripts in the coordinates indicate the partial
derivatives such as cr15]c/]r1 , cr1r15]
2c/]r1
2; mN , mO ,
FIG. 3. The dynamics of the NO2 system with u5ueq0 described by the
trajectories corresponding to representative discrete points of the two-
dimensional grid over a time span of 40 fs.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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atoms; md , mv , and m are reduced masses, and Iu indicates
the moment of inertia for the two cases as defined. The co-
ordinates used and the form of the Hamiltonians are the same
for both the S0 and S1 potential surfaces for each system.
Appropriate potential energy functions V are to be selected
according to the electronic state and the particular molecular
system.
As a model for illustration purposes, the u angle for each
case is frozen at a selected equilibrium value ueq . The sim-
plified Hamiltonians are thus respectively expressed in two
radial variables as
For NOCl: Hc52~\2/2!@~mdR !21~Rc!RR
1~mvr !
21~rc!rr#1V~R ,r ,ueq!c ,
~4.5!
For NO2 : Hc52~\2/2m !~cr1r11cr2r2!
1V~r1 ,r2 ,ueq!c . ~4.6!
For NOCl, the S0 and S1 surfaces have the same equi-
librium value ueq5127.4°.48 For NO2 , the equilibrium value
is respectively ueq5133.4° and 101.9° on the S0 and S1
surfaces.49 Accordingly, these two values are denoted as ueq0
and ueq1 .
For the calculations, the kinetic energy operators in these
simplified Hamiltonians are sought in a common dimension-
less representation. The transformations, including the res-
caling of the wave function for NOCl, are
For NOCl: C5Rrc , V5mvreq
2 V/\2, t05mvreq
2 /\ ,
~4.7!
x5~md /mv!1/2R/req , y5r/req , t5t/t0 ,
For NO2 : C5c , V5mreq
2 V/\2, t05mreq
2 /\ ,
~4.8!
x5r1 /req , y5r2 /req , t5t/t0 .
Above, req is a length scale taken to be the value of the
vibrational coordinate at the molecular equilibrium on the S0
potential energy surface. For NO2 , req is the common value
for the two radial coordinates as a result of the symmetry as
FIG. 4. The dynamics of the NOCl system described by the trajectories
corresponding to representative discrete points of the two-dimensional grid
over a time span of 40 fs.ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This areq5r1eq5r2eq . The final expression for the Schro¨dinger
equation for both cases, in the nondimensionalized formula-
tion becomes
iC t521/2~Cxx1Cyy!1V~x ,y !C . ~4.9!
This nondimensional form makes it possible to carry out the
calculations on both the S0 and S1 surfaces for the two mo-
lecular systems with a common formulation.
B. Potential energy surfaces
The expressions of the potential energies for the ground
and excited electronic states are treated in a unified presen-
tation.
1. S0 potential energy surface and wave function
The S0 surface is needed only for determining the
ground state wave function to be used as the initial wave
packet on the S1 surface. A quadratic approximation is ad-
equate here for evaluating the molecular ground state. Hence,
for both systems, we employ the potential energy
V~x ,y !51/2@k11~x2xeq!212k12~x2xeq!~y2y eq!
1k22~y2y eq!2# . ~4.10!
Above xeq and y eq are the equilibrium values for x and y at
the minimum of the potential and are evaluated for the two
cases according to the coordinate transformations in Eqs.
~4.7! and ~4.8!. The corresponding ground state is given as
C~x,0!5~2ps1s2!21/2 exp$21/2@a~x2xeq!2
12b~x2xeq!~y2y eq!1c~y2y eq!2#%, ~4.11!
where a, b, c, s1 , and s2 are obtained from the eigenvalues
v1
2 and v2
2 of the coefficients matrix ki j in Eq. ~4.10! and b
is the orientation of the eigenvector corresponding to v1 .
The results are
v1
25 12$~k111k22!1@~k112k22!214k12
2 #1/2%,
v2
25 12$~k111k22!2@~k112k22!214k12
2 #1/2%,
tan b52k12 /$~k112k22!1@~k112k22!214k12
2 #1/2%,
~4.12!
s15~2v1!21/2, s25~2v2!21/2,
a5cos2 b/s1
21sin2 b/s2
2
, b5sin b cos b/s1s2 ,
c5sin2 b/s1
21cos2 b/s2
2
.
The numerical values of the coefficients ki j in the quadratic
potentials of the two cases are derived in Appendix B from
the general expressions for the potential energies for S0 .
2. S1 potential energy surfaces
The S1 potential energy surfaces are presented in Appen-
dix C for the NOCl and NO2 systems. Two-dimensional rep-
resentations are derived by fixing ueq5127.4° for NOCl and
at, respectively, the two different values ueq05133.4° and
ueq15101.9° for NO2 in order to explore the dependence of
the dynamics on u.rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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The results of the calculations are presented in terms of
the evolution of the initial wave packet, the correlation func-
tion of the wave packet and the dissociation cross section for
the NOClNO1Cl and NO2NO1O reactions. Three
complementary formats are chosen for displaying the dy-
namics of the wave packet: snapshots of the assembly of
‘‘quantum fluid particles’’ obtained through the discretiza-
tion of the continuum equations; snapshots of equal probabil-
ity density contours; and the trajectories of representative
particles. The numerical results for the wave packet dynam-
ics and dissociation cross sections are given in Figs. 2–4.
The initial locations of the particles are obtained from
the discretization of the ground state Gaussian wave func-
tion. This is achieved by first writing the initial Gaussian for
the density as the product of Gaussians in one variable in the
principal axes of the quadratic potential. In each direction, N
subregions of equal area under the density function are
determined.12 The two subregions at the edges in each direc-
tion are semi-infinite, and thus the discretization covers the
whole space. The boundaries $X j% of the segments divide the
two-dimensional space into regions of different sizes, but of
equal ‘‘mass,’’ in the fluid dynamics analogy. For instance,
in the coordinate x with N intervals, *X j
X j11 exp(2x2/
2v1
2)dx/(2p)1/2v151/N . The center of mass x j of this sub-
region provides the corresponding coordinate of the quantum
subparticle as *X j
X j11x exp(2x2/2v12)dx/(2p)1/2v15x j /N .
Furthermore, by construction, the particles in the numerical
calculations occupy the center of gravity of each rectangular
region at the initial time. The consequence of taking the rect-
angular areas to have the same mass and assigning this mass
to the particle at the center of gravity attaches equal impor-
tance to each particle and places them more densely in the
regions of higher probability. Pictorially, this is reflected in
Fig. 2 by particles being unequally spaced: more dense at the
center and sparse at the edges. Typically, the spacing at the
edges is about 3.5 of that at the center. The grid used in the
actual calculations for each of the three cases had 19 points
in both the x and y directions. The calculations are completed
in 1504 and 864 time steps, respectively, for the NOCl and
NO2 cases as displayed by the decay of the correlation func-
tions, such as in Fig. 2~d!.
A complete set of figures are presented for describing
the dynamics in the photodissociation reaction for NO2 with
the bending angle kept at the equilibrium value ueq
5133.4° of the S0 surface. Figures 2~a!–2~c! describe, re-
spectively, ~a! the evolution of the wave packet by snapshots
of the locations of the set of discrete points at time t50, 20,
and 40 fs, ~b! representative trajectories corresponding to
sixteen discretized points of the two-dimensional grid, and
~c! snapshots showing the set of equal density contours at
time t50, 20, and 40 fs. Figures 2~d! and 2~e! show, respec-
tively, the correlation of the wave function in time and the
corresponding dissociation cross-section in terms of the
pump energy. Similarly, Figs. 3 and 4 show representative
trajectories for the photodissociation reactions for respec-
tively NO2 with the bending angle ueq5101.9° kept at theject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This aequilibrium value of the S1 surface, and for NOCl with
Jacobi’s angle fixed at the value ueq5127.4°.
The wave packet appears like a droplet in the hydrody-
namics analogy. The classical picture is the motion of the
ensemble of particles forming the droplet on the S1 surface,
starting from the configuration corresponding to the initial
wave function prepared on the S0 surface. The motion of the
wave packet consists of its dispersion and sliding down the
surface described by the level curves in the figures. The en-
ergy surfaces in Figs. 2 and 3 for NO2 , corresponding re-
spectively to the bending angle values of and u5ueq0 and
u5ueq1 , are symmetric with respect to the bisector of the
first quadrant reflecting the symmetry of the system with
respect to the two NO intramolecular distances. For the first
case in Fig. 2, the potential energy surface has a ridge on the
symmetry line and two shallow wells on the two sides of the
ridge. Consequently, the wave packet starting from rest, ini-
tially moves along the ridge, eventually splits into two and
flows down into the wells. The potential surface in Fig. 3
corresponding to NO2 with u5ueq1 has a large shallow sym-
metric well and no ridge. The wave packet placed over the
top, initially flows down into the large well, and also even-
tually splits into two and each piece splashes onto one of the
walls of the well. The S1 surface in Fig. 4 for NOCl consists
of a simple valley with a downward slope. Consequently, the
dissociation dynamics is also simpler; the initial wave packet
placed over the top slides down the slope with minor side-
ways oscillations and expands in time. For this case, the
wave packet stays together throughout the process as op-
posed to the breaking of the initial wave packet into two
smaller ones in the two former cases. For all cases, the de-
tailed behavior of the wave packets, and the peaks and width
of the dissociation cross section are comparable with the re-
sults of the full three-dimensional calculations,48,49 as well as
the calculations based on the Eulerian description of QFD.42
The goal of the calculations presented here is primarily
for illustration of the associated numerical algorithm without
the pretense of an exhaustive physical study. These calcula-
tions, including the evaluation of the dissociation cross sec-
tion took, respectively, 33 s for the NOCl and 40 s for each
of the NO2 cases on a Pentium 200 MHz PC. The computa-
tional efficiency of the QFD calculations of this paper is
assessed in the following through references with other
methods. To summarize, the duration of the photodissocia-
tion dynamics for NOCl and NO2 cases are, respectively, 34
and 38 fs in the QFD calculations of this paper. These cal-
culations are carried out respectively in 1504 and 864 dis-
crete time steps. The CPU times for running these cases on a
Pentium 200 MHz machine were, respectively, 33 and 40 s.
Hence, the discrete time steps used in the calculations are
approximately 0.02 fs for NOCl and 0.04 fs for NO2 . The
resulting CPU times per each time step thus became approxi-
mately 0.02 and 0.05 s. The values for both the discrete time
steps and CPU times per time step are seen to be of the same
order for the two reactions, with ratios of about 2. The minor
differences in the number of time steps and the CPU times
per time step can be explained in terms of the potential sur-
faces for the two chemical systems. The potential energy
function for NOCl is expressed by much fewer terms thanrticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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lating the potential energy values for NO2 than for NOCl.
This explains the 2.5 times longer computational effort ~i.e.,
the larger CPU per time step for the NO2 reaction!. On the
other hand, although the potential energy surface for NOCl is
simpler than for NO2 , it is stiffer for the molecular stretch
modes ~i.e., the walls of the valley of the potential energy
surface rise more rapidly in the vibrational coordinate!. This
causes the program to proceed with smaller time steps in
order to accommodate for the stiffer potential, and the dis-
crete time step for NOCl becomes half that for NO2 . The
same physical problems in this paper are studied in their full
three-dimensional versions by the multiconfiguration time-
dependent Hartree method.48,49 The CPU times for these are
reported to be about 1 h for NOCl and 45 min to 3 days for
various levels of convergence for NO2 on an IRIS 4D-320
RISC workstation. For the NO2 case, the authors report that
the CPU time for a fully converged calculation would have
been 2 months.49 We refrain from comparing the results with
the problems in two and three coordinates. Nevertheless, the
large margin of two orders of magnitude for NOCl and two
to three, or even five orders of magnitude for the reported
time necessary for fully converged calculations is encourag-
ing for the potential capability of the QFD formulation. To-
wards obtaining a more direct reference on efficiency, the
problems in two Cartesian coordinates of this paper are inte-
grated using the commonly employed Chebychev FFT
method.32 Two sets of computations are carried for both sys-
tems with the FFT. In a first set of computations, the NOCl
and NO2 cases are integrated in the same number of time
steps ~1504 and 864 steps, respectively!, as in the present
paper. The CPU times with the FFT algorithm were respec-
tively 110 and 90 min for the two problems on the same PC.
The regions of the potential energy surfaces used in these
calculations were $3.5 a.u.,R,6.75 a.u., 1.8 a.u.,r
,2.8 a.u.% for NOCl and $3.4 a.u.,rl,8.4 a.u., same for
r2% for NO2 . In both systems, the regions are discretized on
a 1283128 grid. The comparison of the total CPU times
leads to a ratio of two orders of magnitude in favor of QFD.
In another set of computations, we tried to optimize the ad-
vantages of the FFT algorithm by taking the largest allow-
able time steps. These calculations were carried out respec-
tively in 30 and 40 discrete time steps for the NOCl and NO2
cases. The corresponding total CPU times for the two com-
putations are about 1460 and 1470 s, respectively. These
times are of course smaller than before. However due to the
iterative nature of the FFT method, the reduction with time is
not proportional to the number of steps. For the bigger time
steps, the series in Chebychev polynomials takes a longer
time to converge as compared to the smaller time steps. The
comparison of the total CPU times in these latter calculations
benefiting from the large time step capability of the FFT, is
still in favor of QFD method by the factors of 50–40. An-
other comparison may be carried with respect to the CPU
times per time step between the FFT and QFD calculations.
By dividing the total CPU times by the number of steps, the
values of 4 and 6 s are found for the large number ~i.e.,
shorter time steps for the FFT calculations!. Similarly, the
CPU times per time step are found to be 50 and 40 s forject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This acalculations with the smaller number of steps. The corre-
sponding values are, respectively, the 0.02 and 0.05 s with
QFD as quoted above. These lead to a ratio of about two and
three orders of magnitude depending on the large or small
numbers of steps for both reactions in favor of QFD. As in
all comparisons of this nature, care is recommended in reach-
ing strong conclusions. Regardless of the specific ratios of
speed in the analysis, the capabilities of the present algo-
rithm are most encouraging.
For time-independent problems, stability and accuracy
considerations determine the value of the discrete time step.
Time-dependent problems with oscillating external fields are
frequently encountered in many applications. In these cases,
the time variation of the external field can determine the
discrete time step. Hence, most algorithms, including the
FFT method, can no longer utilize large time steps. An ad-
ditional comment regards the FFT method capitalizing on the
Cartesian coordinate representation of the kinetic energy op-
erator. The trajectories in the Lagrangian formulation of
QFD can be calculated in any coordinate system. Finally, the
Lagrangian formulation as an adaptive moving grid does not
involve concerns about reflection from boundaries as is the
case with fixed grid methods.
The QFD, Lagrangian description and the explicit time
integrator collectively lead to the observed computational ef-
ficiency. QFD permits working with the near monotonous
discretized amplitude and phase. This is most clearly dis-
played by the simple nature of the trajectories seen in Figs. 2
and 3. The reduction of the number of discrete points as
compared to what would be needed to represent the oscilla-
tory real and imaginary parts of the complex wave function
is expected to be at least an order of magnitude in each
direction. The near monotonous variations of the phase and
velocity fields are verified and contrasted with the oscillatory
behavior of the real and imaginary parts of the complex
wave function in Ref. 42, in support of this statement. The
Lagrangian approach of following the particles, concentrates
the computational effort into the regions of space with high
probability density. In this respect, the Lagrangian scheme is
an optimal adaptive grid algorithm. Similarly, the Lagrang-
ian approach eliminates the problems associated with the re-
flection of waves from the boundaries of a finite region
found with the fixed grid methods. Finally, the explicit inte-
grator makes the effort linearly proportional to the number of
discrete points.
APPENDIX A: SPATIAL DERIVATIVES ON AN
IRREGULAR MESH
The goal is to calculate the partial derivatives f x , f y and
the Laplacian f xx1 f yy at the nodes of an irregular grid. Fig-
ure 1 shows the irregular polygon defined by eight corners
and an interior point that is used in the calculations. The
present formulation benefits from the numerical techniques
in the field of finite elements26,58–62 that map the irregular
cells onto a square in an auxiliary space. In this second space
with the simple geometry for the cells, straight forward local
interpolation approximations of the relevant functions permit
the numerical evaluation of the derivatives.59,60rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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The coordinates x, y, and the function f (x ,y) are inter-
polated from the nodal values of the finite clement shown in
Fig. 1. For this purpose, the row vectors X, Y, and F are
introduced as
,X5~x0 ,x1 ,x2 ,x3 ,x4 ,x5 ,x6 ,x7 ,x8!,
,Y5~y0 ,y1 ,y2 ,y3 ,y4 ,y5 ,y6 ,y7 ,y8!, ~A1!
,F5~ f 0 , f 1 , f 2 , f 3 , f 4 , f 5 , f 6 , f 7 , f 8!.
Above (xk ,yk) represent the nine points of the polygon as
shown in Fig. 1 and similarly f k5 f (xk ,yk) is the value of
the function at the nodes.
The interpolations are introduced by the auxiliary coor-
dinates j, h, and basis vectors b~j,h! as
x5x~j ,h!5^b~j ,h!uX&,
y5y~j ,h!5^b~j ,h!uY&, ~A2!
f 5 f ~j ,h!5^b~j ,h!uF&.
The choice of the same basis b for the function f and the
coordinates x, y is defined as an isoparametric mapping.59,60
The interior point of the polygon in the (x ,y) plane and of
the square in the ~j, h! plane is labeled by the index 0 and
the corners as 1–8. The points of the square in the ~j, h!
plane are, respectively, defined by the coordinates ~0, 0!; ~1,
0!; ~21, 0!; ~0, 1!; ~0, 21!; ~1, 1!; ~21, 21!; ~21, 1!; ~1,
21!. The basis vector b for this element is58
,b~j ,h!5@~12j2!~12h2!,
j~11j!~12h2!/2, 2j~12j!~12h2!/2,
h~11h!~12j2!/2, 2h~12h!~12j2!/2, ~A3!
jh~11j!~11h!/4, jh~12j!~12h!/4,
2jh~12j!~11h!/4, 2jh~11j!~12h!/4].
It is readily observed that at the points of the square in the
~j,h! plane b j(jk ,hk)5d jk , where d jk is the Kronecker
delta. Other element types and the associated transformations
for both two- and three-dimensional spaces can be found in
the literature.59,60
2. The first order partial derivatives
The chain rule for the partial derivatives of the typical
function f 5 f (x ,y) with the coordinate transformation from
x, y to j, h reads
f x5 f jjx1 f hhx ,
~A4!f y5 f jjy1 f hhy .
The inverses j5j(x ,y) and h5h(x ,y) of the transforms in
Eq. ~A2! are not available explicitly for the direct computa-
tion of the derivatives jx , jy , hx , and hy appearing in the
chain rules above. Nevertheless, these partial derivatives can
be obtained from xj , xh , y j , and yh by a matrix inversion.
The partial derivatives of the expressions x5x(j ,h) and yject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This a5y(j,h) with respect to x and y obtained via the chain rule,
result in four expressions that are arranged in a matrix form
JJ215I,
J5S xj xhy j yhD , J215S jx jyhx hy D . ~A5!
Here, I is the identity matrix; J and J21 are, respectively, the
Jacobian matrix of the coordinate transformation x
5x(j ,h), y5y(j ,h) and its inverse. The inversion of the J
matrix in Eq. ~A5! yields the partial derivatives jx , jy , hx ,
and hy as
J215S jx jyhx hy D 5S yh 2xh2y j xj D /J , ~A6!
where J is the Jacobian of the transformation,
J5det J5~xjyh2xhy j!. ~A7!
Hence, Eq. ~A6! shows that the partial derivatives jx , jy ,
hx , and hy are obtained without the need to know the in-
verse transformations j5j(x ,y) and h5h(x ,y). The partial
derivatives with the chain rule expressions in Eq. ~A4! can
be written in the compact form
„x f 5J21„j f , ~A8!
where „x f 5( f x , f y) and „j f 5( f j , f h) denote, respectively,
the column vectors with the components of the gradient in
the respective coordinates.
The partial derivatives in the ~j,h! space are readily cal-
culated from the derivatives of b~j,h! with respect to the j
and h coordinates according to Eq. ~A2! and ~A3! as
xj5^bjuX&, xh5^bhuX&,
y j5^bjuY&, yh5^bhuY&, ~A9!
f j5^bjuF&, f h5^bhuF&.
bj and bh are calculated in a straightforward manner in view
of the expression of b in Eq. ~A3!. At the central point with
the coordinates j50, h50,
,bj5@0, 1/2, 21/2, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0# ,
,bh5@0, 0, 0, 1/2, 21/2, 0, 0, 0, 0# ,
xj5~x12x2!/2, xh5~x32x4!/2,
~A10!y j5~y12y2!/2, yh5~y32y4!/2,
f j5~ f 12 f 2!/2, f h5~ f 32 f 4!/2,
J5@~x12x2!~y32y4!2~x32x4!~y12y2!#/4.
The above expressions are seen to reduce to the simple cen-
tered finite differentiation formulas.
The partial derivatives of f (x ,y) in the (x ,y) plane are
obtained with the substitution of f j , f h from above and the
expressions for jx , jy , hx , and hy from Eq. ~A6! into Eq.
~A9!. In particular at the central point, combining the expres-
sions given in Eq. ~A10!, these yield
f x54@~ f 12 f 2!~y32y4!2~ f 32 f 4!~y12y2!#/J ,
~A11!f y54@~ f 12 f 2!~x32x4!2~ f 32 f 4!~x12x2!#/J .rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
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extrapolations to generate additional points. The extrapola-
tions transform the edge points to become interior nodes and
the same formulas as above are used.
3. The divergence and the Laplacian
The divergence of a vector function u5(u ,v) are ob-
tained by the use of the above derivative formulas in the x
and y components as required by the definition u5ux
1vy . Similarly, the terms f xx and f yy forming the Laplacian
„2 f 5 f xx1 f yy are evaluated by using the first order deriva-
tive formulas above twice.
APPENDIX B: S0 surface for NOCI and NO2
The S0 surfaces typically have a deep well and the qua-
dratic approximation is considered as adequate for the evalu-
ation of the molecular ground state for the purposes here.
Hence, for both systems, we seek the potential energy ex-
pressions in the form
V~x ,y !51/2@k11~x2xeq!212k12~x2xeq!~y2y eq!
1k22~y2y eq!2# . ~B1!
Above xeq and y eq are the equilibrium values for x and y
defined suitably for the two cases in Eqs. ~4.7! and ~4.8!.
1. S0 surface for NOCI
The potential energy is given in dimensional units in
terms of r1 , r2 , and r3 which are, respectively, the NO, NCl,
and OCl distances48 as
V~r1 ,r2 ,r3!51/2(
i51
3
ki~ri2r1eq!2
1k23~r22r2eq!~r32r3eq!. ~B2!
The coordinates r1 , r2 , and r3 are related to the dynamical
coordinates R, r, and u as48
r15r ,
r2
25@mO /~mO1mN!#2r21R2
12@mO /~mO1mN!#cos uRr , ~B3!
r3
25@mN /~mO1mN!#2r21R2
22@mN /~mO1mN!#cos uRr .
The inverse relations to these are
r5r1 ,
R252@mNmO /~mO1mN!2#r1
21@mN /~mO1mN!#r2
2
1@mO /~mO1mN!#r3
2
, ~B4!
cos u5$@~mN2mO!/~mO1mN!#r1
21r2
22r3
2%/2Rr .
For obtaining a quadratic representation of the potential in
terms of the dynamical coordinates R, r, and u5ueq a Taylorject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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 This aseries of the coordinates r2 and r3 about their equilibrium
values is considered. The result in the leading order is
r22r2eq5A~R2Req!1B~r2req!,
~B5!
r32r3eq5C~R2Req!1D~r2req!,
where Req and req are obtained by substituting the equilib-
rium values for r1 , r2 , and r3 in Eq. ~B4! and
A5]r2 /]Rueq5$Req1@mO /~mO1mN!#cos ueqreq%/r2eq ,
B5]r2 /]rueq5@mO /~mO1mN!#$cos ueqReq
1@mO /~mO1mN!#req%/r2eq ,
~B6!C5]r3 /]Rueq5$Req2@mN /~mO1mN!#cos ueqreq%/r3eq ,
D5]r3 /]rueq5@mN~mO1mN!#$2cos ueqReq
1@mN /~mO1mN!#req%/r3eq .
The dimensionless coefficients of the ground state potential
energy surface in the quadratic representation as given in Eq.
~B1!, in view of the coordinate transformations in Eq. ~B4!
become
k115~mvreq
2 Req
2 /\2!~A2k21C2k312ACk23!,
k225~mvreq
4 /\2!~k11B2k21D2k312BDk23!, ~B7!
k125~mvreq
3 Req /\2!@ABk21CDk31~AD1BC !k23# .
The numerical values for the coefficients in atomic units
are48
r1eq52.155, r2eq53.729, r3eq54.989,
Req54.3137, req52.155, ueq5127.4°,
~B8!k150.8987, k250.0874, k350.1137,
k2350.0122, md529661, mv513710.
Hence, the dimensionless values in the potential defined in
Eq. ~B1! and the parameters of the corresponding Gaussian
for the ground state wave function given in Eq. ~4.11! be-
come
xeq52.944, y eq51~by definition),
k1150.2563106, k2250.2673106,
k1250.0133106,
v150.5253103, v250.4983103, ~B9!
s150.0309, s250.0317, b51.03 rad559°.2,
A50.9696, B520.2103, C50.9871,
D50.3391.
The time scale @i.e., the unit of dimensionless time t0 defined
in Eq. ~4.7!# is 1.54 ps.
2. S0 surface for NO2
The potential energy is given in terms of the two NO
interatomic distances r1 , r2 , and the bending angle u. The
quadratic approximation to the potential about the equilib-
rium values for r1 , r2 , and u5ueq is 49rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Fri, 2V~r1 ,r2!5c2@~r12req!21~r22req!2#
1c11~r12req!~r22req!. ~B10!
Above, req denotes the common equilibrium value for r1 and
r2 . Using the transformation in Eq. ~4.7!, the dimensionless
coefficients ki j of the quadratic approximation in Eq. ~B1!
become
k115k225~mreq
4 /\2!c20 , k125~mreq
4 /\2!c11 . ~B11!
The numerical values for the coefficients in atomic units
are49
req52.27, ueq5133.63°, m513710,
~B12!
c2050.1261, c1150.0659.
Hence, the dimensionless values in the quadratic potential in
Eq. ~B1! and the parameters of the corresponding Gaussian
for the ground state wave function given in Eq. ~4.11! be-
come
xeq5y eq51~by definition),
k115k2250.4593106, k1250.2403105,
~B13!
v150.2643103, v250.1483103,
s150.0435, s250.0581, b545°~by symmetry!.
The time scale @i.e., the unit of dimensionless time t0 defined
in Eq. ~4.8!#, is 6.11 ps.
APPENDIX C: S1 SURFACE FOR NOCI AND NO2
The calculations are carried out in nondimensional vari-
ables.
1. S1 surface for NOCI
V is taken as48
V5a2~r2req!21@12Q~R !#@c001c01Q~R !
1c10~r2req!1c20~r2req!
21c11Q~R !~r2req!
1c21Q~R !~r2req!2# , ~C1!
where
Q~R !512exp@2a~R2Req!# . ~C2!
The potential in Eq. ~C1! is a simplified form as compared
with the more general expression given in Ref. 48 and the
values for the coefficients in atomic units are
Req54.315, req52.136, ueq5127.4°
a51.5, a250.6816,
c0050.03848, c10520.05587, c0150.008342,
~C3!
c20520.163186, c1150.058217, c21520.0290674.
The nondimensionalized form of the potential energy in Eq.
~C1! becomes
V5a2~y2y eq!21c00@12Q~x !#3@11c01Q~x !
1c10~y2y eq!1c20~y2y eq!21c11Q~x !~y2y eq!
1c21Q~x !~y2y eq!2# , ~C4!ject to the terms at: http://scitation.aip.org/termsconditions. Downloaded to  IP:
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Q~x !512exp@2a~x2xeq!# , ~C5!
where x and y are defined in Eq. ~4.7! and the dimensionless
values of the parameters are
xeq52.945, y eq50.991,
a25~mvreq
4 /\2!a250.2023106, a5areq53.204,
~C6!
c005~mvreq
2 /\2!c0052450,
c105reqc10 /c00523.129, c015c01 /c0050.217,
c205req
2 c20 /c005219.69, c115reqc11 /c0053.260,
c215req
2 c21 /c00523.508.
2. S1 surface for NO2
V is taken as49
V5VNO~r1!1VNO~r2!1exp2a@~r12req!
1~r22req!#( bklmQ~r1!kQ~r2!1T~u!m, ~C7!
where
Q~r !512exp@2a~r2req!# ,
VNO~r !5a2Q2~r !1a3Q3~r !1a4Q4~r !, ~C8!
T~u!5c1~u2ueq1!1c2~u2ueq1!21c3~u2ueq1!3,
and ueq1 the equilibrium value of the bending angle u for the
S1 surface.
The numerical values of the coefficients in Eq. ~C8! are
given below in atomic units, except for c1 , c2 , and c3 that
are already nondimensional49
ueq15101°.89, req52.44, a51,
a250.109848, a3520.15567, a450.154428, ~C9!
c151.2811, c2520.265, c3520.10.
The coefficients bklm have the symmetry bklm5b1km and the
indices k, l, m range from 0 to 4. The nonvanishing elements
of bklm entering in Eq. ~C7! are49
b00050.029568, b01050.029568, b02050.029568,
b03050.029568, b04050.029568, b11050.254150,
b12050.136002, b13050.046866, b14050.145965,
b220520.130562, b230520.102040,
b01150.053373, b02150.007683,
b03150.007603, b04150.003994,
b11150.054133, b121520.004434,
b131520.005593, b22150.026411, ~C10!
b00250.146273, b01250.004513,
b02250.017309, b03250.031238,
b11250.045356, b12250.045440,
rticle is copyrighted as indicated in the article. Reuse of AIP content is sub
161.111.22.69 On: Fri, 2b003520.040799, b01350.039663,
b02350.003209, b11350.073022,
b00450.116980, b01450.046287.
The nondimensionalized forms of the potential and the ac-
companying coefficients become
V5VNO~x !1VNO~y !1exp$2a@~x2xeq!
1~y2y eq!#%( bklmQ~x !kQ~y !1T~ueq!m, ~C11!
where T(u) defined in Eq. ~C8! is already nondimensional
and
Q~x !512exp@2a~x2xeq!# ,
~C12!VNO~x !5a2Q~x !21a3Q~x !31a4Q~x !4.
The numerical values of the above coefficients in dimension-
less units are
xeq5y eq51.063, a5areq52.41,
bklm5~mreq
2 /\2!bklm , a25~mreq
2 /\2!a2514667, ~C13!
a35~mreq
2 /\2!a35220786, a45~mreq
2 /\2!a4520619.
For this system, the S0 and S1 surfaces have different equi-
librium values, respectively, as ueq05133.4° and ueq1
5101.9°. To explore the dependence of the dynamics on u,
the potential V is evaluated for each of these angles, and
correspondingly, two sets of numerical studies are con-
ducted. Hence, setting u as equal to ueq1 , only the terms with
m50 remain in the summation in Eq. ~C7! while all m50,
1, 2, 3, and 4 contribute with u5ueq0 .
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